The Tunnel
One day there lived a girl and a boy called Jack and Rose but
they never got along. Jack liked to play football and he was
rough and Rose liked to read quietly. One day they had
breakfast and Jack wanted Rose to play football.
Their Mum shouted go out and get along for once because they
never got along. They always argued. At night Jack scared Rose
because Jack knew Rose was scared of the dark. Jack and Rose
went out when Mum said. Jack found a tunnel and called Rose.
Jack went right in because he wasn’t scared of the dark like
Rose. If Jack didn’t and Rose did Mum would laugh. Rose
waited and waited but Jack didn’t come back. Rose just went
in she saw a tiger! She realised it was her brother. She was
scared! She threw her arms around Jack.
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The Tunnel
One day there was a boy and a girl who were called Jack and
Rose. There were different one of them played football and the
other liked to read books. Mum told them they had to go out.
They found a junk yard. In the junk yard was a tunnel. The
tunnel looked scary and slimy. Jack was excited because he
wanted to explore! Jack crawled into the tunnel. Rose was
worried because she thought that he would never come back.
When Rose waited he still didn’t come back out of the tunnel.
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The Tunnel
One day Rose was reading a book while Jack was playing with
his friends. Mum sent Rose and Jack outside to play with each
other. They ended up in a very dangerous dump yard. Jack
found a tunnel but Rose thought there was ghosts or witches.
Jack crawled into the tunnel and Rose was afraid to go in the
tunnel. Rose had to go in what would happen to him? If Rose
didn’t go in the tunnel he would get eaten by a monster. When
Rose crawled into the tunnel it was damp and scary. When she
reached the other side she found herself in a forest but then it
turned into a dark and scary forest.
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The Tunnel
One day there lived a girl and boy. The girl was called Rose
and the boy was called Jack. The next day their Mum got
annoyed with them and sent them out together. They ended up
in a dump and a few minutes later Jack found a tunnel. Jack
called Rose and went in but Rose Ruse was too scared to go in.
Rose waited and waited she waited too long so she had to go
in. IT was dark and wet. She was scared more than ever before.
At the end of the tunnel it was dark there was witches and
monsters. Rose saw Jack. She was sad because he had turned
into stone. Rose gave Jack a warm hug the hard stone turned
warmer and warmer and started to move.
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